ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL ED CARNES

FROM 1980 TO 1985

Steven T. Marshall and Andrew L. Brasher*

Any tribute to Judge Ed Carnes should include a discussion of his work as a lawyer at the Alabama Attorney General’s Office. Unique to this circuit and this State, all of Alabama’s active Eleventh Circuit judges served in the Attorney General’s Office earlier in their careers. For his part, Judge Carnes was an assistant attorney general from 1975 to 1992, and the head of the office’s capital litigation division beginning in 1981. In fact, since he graduated from Harvard Law School in 1975, Judge Carnes has had only two jobs: Alabama Assistant Attorney General and United States Circuit Judge.

This Essay is about Judge Carnes’s first act. Specifically, we recount a series of cases that Carnes argued in the Supreme Court of the United States and their effect on Alabama’s criminal justice system: Beck v. Alabama, 447 U.S. 625 (1980); Hopper v. Evans, 456 U.S. 605 (1982); and Baldwin v. Alabama, 472 U.S. 372 (1985). Early in his career between 1980 and 1985, Carnes litigated these cases as part of the State’s sustained effort to create a constitutional system of capital punishment after the Supreme Court temporarily halted the death penalty in the 1970s. This history underscores the significant impact that Carnes’s litigation work had, and continues to have, on Alabama law. It also hints at the careful jurist and colorful writer he would eventually become.

* Steve Marshall is the forty-eighth Attorney General of Alabama. Andrew Brasher is the Solicitor General in the Alabama Attorney General’s Office.


3. One commentator described Judge Carnes’s written opinions as “crack[ing] with personality,” “conversational,” “often blunt,” and “highlighted by biting zingers.” Alyson M. Palmer, Smarts and Zingers, DAILY REP. (Feb. 12, 2009), https://www.law.com/almID/1202551783683.
The Law Before Carnes

In 1972, the year that Carnes started law school, the United States Supreme Court held the death penalty unconstitutional in Furman v. Georgia. The Court’s fractured opinion in Furman found that the chief constitutional defect in the death penalty was the degree of discretion that then-existing statutes gave to the judge and jury in determining whether the death penalty should be imposed in any particular case. The members of the majority in Furman were concerned that “no standards govern the selection of the [death] penalty” such that “the uncontrolled discretion of judges or juries” determines whether a defendant “should die or be imprisoned.” The Court held that “these discretionary statutes are unconstitutional in their operation.”

At the time of Furman, Alabama’s death penalty statute (like almost all others) assigned significant discretion to the jury. Although no one had been executed in Alabama since 1965, twenty-three people were on Alabama’s death row in 1972. Applying Furman, the Alabama Supreme Court held Alabama’s statute unconstitutional and commuted these defendants to life imprisonment.

Three years after Furman—i.e., the same year Carnes graduated from law school—the Alabama legislature enacted a new death penalty statute that it believed would solve the constitutional infirmities in the old regime. This new statute eliminated the death penalty for all crimes except intentional murder, listed fourteen discrete “aggravating offenses” that would make an intentional murder a capital offense, mandated that the jury that convicted a defendant of one of these offenses “fix the punishment at death” on a special verdict form, and directed a sentencing judge to balance various factors in determining whether to impose a sentence of death or life without parole.

The year after the Alabama legislature passed this remedial statute, the United States Supreme Court reentered the fray with a series of five cases. A plurality of the Court struck down remedial capital sentencing statutes in Woodson v. North Carolina and Roberts v. Louisiana because they
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attempted to solve the problem of jury discretion by making the death penalty mandatory for certain offenses. But, on the same day, a plurality of the Court upheld new statutes from Georgia, Florida, and Texas, which curtailed jury discretion by requiring a finding of an aggravating factor in addition to an intentional murder. Given that Alabama’s statute had features of both the constitutional and unconstitutional regimes, it was only a matter of time before the Court would have to weigh in on its constitutionality.

This was the ever-shifting state of the law when a young Ed Carnes began his career as an assistant attorney general. At the Attorney General’s Office, Carnes set to work prosecuting various criminal appeals, impeaching a county commissioner, and representing the Judicial Inquiry Commission and the prison system. In 1980, after practicing law for only five years, Carnes also found himself litigating a case on the merits in the United States Supreme Court, which challenged the constitutionality of the 1975 capital punishment statute.

**Beck v. Alabama**

This brings us to *Beck v. Alabama*—the case that would make Carnes an expert on capital punishment and put his fingerprints on Alabama’s capital punishment system in ways that are still with us today. When the Supreme Court granted certiorari in *Beck v. Alabama*, it threatened to undo all the existing capital convictions under Alabama’s 1975 statute. The State of Alabama had charged the petitioner, Gilbert Franklin Beck, with committing intentional murder during a robbery—a capital offense. But Beck claimed that his accomplice, not he, had killed the victim during the robbery such that he had committed only felony murder, a lesser included.
noncapital offense. The problem for Beck was that the 1975 statute said that, when a defendant is charged with a capital offense, the “offense[] so charged with said aggravation shall not include any lesser offenses.” Of the thirty or so states that had enacted post-\textit{Furman} death penalty statutes, Alabama was the only one with a bar on lesser included offenses. Applying this statute to Beck’s case, the trial court instructed the jury that it had a binary choice: it could either convict Beck and impose the death penalty or it could set Beck free subject to the state’s ability to reindict him for a lesser offense. The jury convicted.

In the Supreme Court, Beck argued that Alabama’s 1975 statute was based on “an erroneous reading of this Court’s \textit{Furman} opinions” because it did not solve the central problem of inconsistency in the death penalty’s application. The “essence” of Beck’s argument was that “by forcing capital juries to render all-or-nothing verdicts in cases (like petitioner’s) where the evidence points to a defendant’s guilt of a serious noncapital crime (here, felony murder or robbery), Alabama’s law subjects capital juries to unwarranted pressure to return a verdict of guilt on the capital charge.” In other words, barring lesser included offenses did not diminish inconsistency; it heightened it.

Representing the State, Carnes defended the challenged provision as a key piece of Alabama’s post-\textit{Furman} remedial scheme. He argued that “preclusion of lesser included non-capital offenses by Alabama’s capital punishment statute serves to promote rational and consistent sentencing in capital cases by removing an historically proven source of de facto discretion.” The point of the statute, as Carnes argued, was to prevent compromise verdicts when juries were divided over the issue of imposing the death penalty and, instead, to force a retrial of those cases. This system, Carnes argued, actually worked to the defendant’s benefit by making it impossible for the jury to convict him of anything without truly unanimous agreement that the defendant was guilty of a crime that warranted the death penalty.

But Carnes also took issue with \textit{Furman} itself. He called on the Court to “give full weight to principles of judicial restraint” in capital cases instead of “strain[ing] the evidence and even the law to spare a defendant’s
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life.”25 He recounted “the confusion and uncertainty which have existed in the post-\textit{Furman} era”26 and noted the “supreme irony” that “[t]here has been no greater source of arbitrariness and capriciousness in the post-\textit{Furman} era than the uncertainty and unpredictability of the law.”27 Carnes explained that \textit{Furman}’s immediate effect was that “some 600 persons escaped capital punishment simply because the states had understandably not predicted \textit{Furman}.”28 And he argued that the situation had not improved over the intervening years:

\begin{quote}
[O]nly one person has been executed against his will in the seven and a half years since \textit{Furman}, and literally hundreds have escaped execution because of the uncertainty and confusion about what the Constitution requires. This resulting situation seems even more arbitrary and capricious than the one that \textit{Furman} was intended to remedy.29
\end{quote}

Carnes’s brief made two other points that would prove prescient. First, Carnes suggested a distinction between cases where there is some evidence of a lesser included offense—like Beck’s—and other cases where there is no such evidence. Accordingly, even if the Court ruled for Beck, Carnes argued for “[t]he possibility of a different rule for cases in which there is no evidentiary basis whatsoever for a lesser included non-capital offense verdict.”30 Second, Carnes argued that Alabama’s system as a whole was “not a mandatory death penalty act”31 because, even though the jury was required to “fix the punishment at death” on a special verdict form, a sentencing judge could nonetheless impose a life-without-parole sentence.32 The ability of the judge to exercise sentencing discretion, Carnes argued, was a key element of Alabama’s statute that kept Alabama’s statute constitutional regardless of the discretion that might be afforded to the jury.

The Supreme Court ruled against Alabama in \textit{Beck}.33 For the first time since \textit{Furman}, a majority of the Justices joined a single opinion on the constitutionality of the death penalty—perhaps an implicit recognition of the confusion caused by the splintered \textit{Furman} opinion. The Court agreed with Beck that Alabama’s statute relied on the same erroneous view that led the states of North Carolina and Louisiana to enact the mandatory death
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penalty statutes that were struck down in *Woodson* and *Roberts*. Forcing a stark binary choice on a jury, the Court held, was not an appropriate way to ensure the consistent application of the death penalty because it “makes the guilt determination depend, at least in part, on the jury’s feelings as to whether or not the defendant deserves the death penalty, without giving the jury any standards to guide its decision on this issue.”

After the Court’s decision in *Beck*, Carnes and his colleagues at the Attorney General’s Office set about reforming Alabama’s death penalty statute again. Carnes convinced the Alabama Supreme Court on remand that the “preclusion clause” could be severed from the rest of the statute. But the court rejected Carnes’s position that the court should also strike the verdict form clause and remove the jury from the sentencing decision completely. Instead, the Alabama Supreme Court remedied the perceived constitutional problem with the verdict form clause by (1) making the jury’s sentencing decision discretionary, (2) requiring bifurcation between a guilt and penalty phase, and (3) ordering that the jury in the penalty phase consider the same balancing of factors that the law at the time imposed solely on the sentencing judge. The Alabama Supreme Court made clear, however, that the sentencing judge need not follow the jury’s penalty-phase recommendation and, in a later case applying this judicially reformed statute, held that the sentencing judge could impose a sentence of death even if the jury recommended leniency.

About six months after the Alabama Supreme Court created this judicially reformed system, the legislature changed the text of the statute itself. Carnes helped to draft the bill that became the new statute, which in large part codified the Alabama Supreme Court’s decision in *Beck*. It established a bifurcated proceeding in which a penalty-phase jury recommended a sentence, but the sentencing judge kept ultimate sentencing

---
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authority based on a balance of aggravating and mitigating factors.\textsuperscript{41} Ten jurors were required to vote in favor of death to recommend that punishment; a bare majority of jurors could recommend a sentence of life without parole.\textsuperscript{42} With only modest and relatively recent changes, this is the same statute that governs capital punishment in Alabama today.

\textit{Hopper v. Evans and Baldwin v. Alabama}

At the same time Carnes was helping to write a new capital punishment statute, he was also working to salvage capital convictions the State had secured under the defunct 1975 regime. In \textit{Hopper v. Evans} and \textit{Baldwin v. Alabama}, the Court granted certiorari to address the additional questions that Carnes had asked the Court to leave open in his brief in \textit{Beck}: (1) whether the unconstitutionality of the preclusion clause invalidated every conviction under Alabama’s 1975 statute, and (2) whether the requirement that the jury “fix the punishment at death” on a special verdict form rendered the 1975 sentencing regime a mandatory death penalty.\textsuperscript{43}

One year after \textit{Beck}, the Court granted certiorari in \textit{Evans} to address the first question. After being paroled from prison in Indiana, John Evans and his co-defendant, Wayne Ritter, went on a crime spree through multiple states, which included the murder of a pawn shop operator in Alabama.\textsuperscript{44} Evans confessed to these crimes and, “[a]gainst his attorneys’ advice,” explained to the jury that he “would rather die by electrocution than spend the rest of [his] life in the penitentiary.”\textsuperscript{45} For that reason, Evans personally asked the jury “very sincerely that [it] come back with a positive verdict for the State.”\textsuperscript{46} After Evans’s mother filed a habeas petition on his behalf, the Fifth Circuit held that \textit{Beck} compelled a new trial, concluding that every case in Alabama, no matter its facts, was “inevitably influenced” by “[t]he peculiar nature of the offensive statute.”\textsuperscript{47}

Carnes told the Supreme Court that the Fifth Circuit’s ruling threatened ten convictions under the 1975 statute that would otherwise not have to be retried.\textsuperscript{48} Carnes also argued that, nationally, the Fifth Circuit’s reading of \textit{Beck} would “invalidate[] virtually every capital punishment statute in this country” because no such statute allowed an instruction on a lesser
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included offense when the facts did not warrant it. In the same witty, punchy style that he later cultivated as a judge, Carnes explained that “there was not one jot, speck, or iota of evidence to support any lesser included offense instruction” in Evans’s case. Instead, “[t]he record shows that the single-minded course of conduct which Evans followed throughout the state court proceedings was caused not by the preclusion clause but rather by his desire for notoriety and his preference for death over a long prison term.” Evans’s “determination to be free or die,” not the unconstitutional preclusion clause, resulted in “the capital conviction and death sentence which he had so actively sought and so richly deserved.”

Evans’s attorney, John Carroll, defended the lower court’s reasoning about the preclusion clause. But his lead argument was that, “even if Evans was not harmed by the preclusion clause, his case was clearly prejudiced by the application of the other unconstitutional provisions identified and criticized by this court in Beck.” Specifically, Carroll argued that Alabama’s 1975 requirement that the jury “fix the punishment at death” on a verdict form resulted in a mandatory death penalty like those found unconstitutional in Woodson and Roberts. He contended that “there is no difference between Evans’[s] case and Beck’s in the way in which the mandatory verdict form infected the jury’s guilt determination” and “there is no difference between their cases in the improper pressures brought to bear on the sentencing judge as a result of the mandatory verdict form.”

The Court ruled unanimously for the State on the question presented. The Court held that “due process requires that a lesser included offense instruction be given only when the evidence warrants such an instruction.” This decision cleared the way for Evans’s execution in 1983—the first Alabama execution since 1965.

The Court in Evans ignored Carroll’s lead argument about the mandatory nature of the verdict form, but the Court could not avoid the verdict-form question for long. Carroll continued to press this argument in the lower courts on behalf of other defendants. The federal courts agreed
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with Carroll in the case of Evans's co-defendant, Wayne Ritter, but the Alabama Supreme Court disagreed in the case of Brian Keith Baldwin. This split of authority compelled the United States Supreme Court to take Baldwin's case and resolve the last question that Carnes had suggested the Court leave open in Beck: whether the judge's sentencing discretion saves the statute from being a mandatory death penalty statute akin to those in Woodson and Roberts.

The Court granted certiorari in Baldwin v. Alabama two years after deciding Evans. Baldwin would be Carnes's third and final argument in the Supreme Court defending the approximately ten remaining convictions under the 1975 statute. In a section of his brief titled "What the Issue Is and Is Not," Carnes argued that "[t]he issue in this case is not whether the legislature could have chosen some other procedure to serve the legitimate functions of the verdict form provision," "not the uniqueness of the verdict form provision," and "not whether the pre-Beck sentencing procedures . . . are perfect." Instead, the issue is whether petitioner was constitutionally sentenced to death." And, as to that issue, Carnes argued that the verdict form provision was not akin to a mandatory death penalty because "[t]he trial court judge is the sentencing authority" in Alabama, not the jury. Although the jury in Evans's case was "given no discretion about the matter," the judge was.

The Court agreed with Carnes 6–3. In a clear reference to the "What the Issue Is" section of Carnes's brief, the Court explained that the verdict form provision was constitutional even though "[t]he wisdom and phraseology of Alabama's curious 1975 statute surely are open to question." Because the jury's mandatory sentence was not "the dispositive sentence" and "does not stand alone," the Court reasoned that this aspect of Alabama's scheme did not violate Woodson. Justice Stevens, who thanked Carnes for his "very helpful" brief at oral argument, wrote the main dissent in which he argued that the Constitution required jury sentencing in death penalty cases. This was the last time the
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Supreme Court addressed Alabama’s defunct 1975 statute, and it cleared the way for Evan’s co-defendant Ritter to be executed in 1987.

The Continued Carnes Effect

As the New York Times wrote upon his nomination to be a judge, “Death penalty law in Alabama bears the imprint of Mr. Carnes more than that of anyone else.”68 Even the brief, early period we have surveyed here has had long-lasting effects on the law and the State.

First, after eighteen years without an execution in Alabama, Carnes’s successes in court revived the death penalty with the execution of Evans on April 22, 1983.69 Since then, Alabama has executed sixty-one people.70 This number includes seven defendants who were convicted under the defunct 1975 statute and had their convictions and sentences affirmed only because of the Supreme Court’s decisions in Evans and Baldwin.71

Second, the capital punishment statute that arose out of this period of intense legal uncertainty is the same basic statute that judges apply in Alabama today. The legislature’s decision to codify the Alabama Supreme Court’s post-Beck creation—a penalty-phase trial before an advisory jury, but with ultimate sentencing authority in the trial judge—has made Alabama’s capital sentencing statute relatively unique for the last thirty-five years.72 Nonetheless, hundreds of defendants have been convicted and sentenced under this statute, and there are currently more than one hundred inmates on Alabama’s death row because of it.73

Third, we can trace the practice of judicial override—the power of Alabama judges to sentence defendants to death despite a jury’s leniency recommendation—back to this period in Carnes’s career. The Alabama Supreme Court allowed for judicial override under the procedure it created on remand from Beck, and the legislature expressly provided for it in the remedial statute that Carnes helped to draft. In 1995, based at least in part on the arguments Carnes developed in Baldwin, the United States Supreme
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Court held judicial override constitutional. Nonetheless, over the intervening decades, judicial override has been intensely criticized by commentators, public interest groups, and judges. Concerns about the fairness of this procedure ultimately led to the first substantial change in Alabama’s capital punishment statute when, in 2017, the Alabama legislature ended judicial override going forward.

Fourth, even today, Alabama courts must continue to address new issues that arise from the statute’s bifurcated procedure. For example, after the United States Supreme Court held that the Sixth Amendment requires a jury to find any “aggravating circumstance necessary for imposition of the death penalty,” the Alabama courts had to provide for a suite of appropriate procedures to ensure that a jury that recommends death also finds at least one aggravating circumstance in the guilt or penalty phase. Although the statute itself provides that the jury’s finding of an aggravating factor in the guilt phase also counts as the finding of an aggravating factor in the sentencing phase, some guilt-phase aggravators have no corresponding sentencing factor. Especially in these cases, trial courts must employ special verdict forms or jury instructions to make the statute work in practice.

By discussing these three cases from 1980 to 1985, we have only scratched the surface of Carnes’s service to the state. Over the seventeen years he worked in the Alabama Attorney General’s Office, Carnes obviously litigated many, many more cases than these three. But his efforts between 1980 and 1985 were almost certainly the most consequential—for the state, for the law, and for Carnes’s own development as a lawyer.
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